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ABSTRACT The helical repeat of DNA in solution has been
measured directly by analyzing the gel electrophoretic patterns
of pairs of covalently closed DNAs with length differences be-
tween 1 and 58 base pairs, out of a total length of about 4350
base pairs per DNA molecule. The method is based on the ob-
servation that for a covalently closed DNA of a fixed size of n
base pairs (n of the order of several thousand), under appropriate
conditions, two topological isomers (topoisomers) differing by
1 in their linking numbers are well resolved by gel electropho-
resis. If the size of the DNA is increased to n + x base pairs,
unless x is an integral multiple of the helical repeat h, the bands
of the topoisomers with n + x base pairs per molecule are all
shifted relative to the bands of the topoisomers with n base pairs
per molecule. The magnitude of the shift is directly related to
the nonintegral residual of x/n. Analysis of the set with x
ranging from I to 58 gives the DNA helix repeat in solution as
10.4 base pairs per turn under physiological conditions, with an
estimate probable error of ±0.1. This result strongly supports
the double helix structure of DNA and rejects the side-by-side
model of Rodley eta. [Rodley, G. A., Scobie, R. S., Bates, R. H.
T. & Lewitt, R. M. (1976) Proc. NatL Acad. Sci. USA 73, 2959-
2983]. The helical repeat of DNA measured in solution is sig-
nificantly different from the value 10.0 base pairs per turn for
the B form fiber structure.

It has been a quarter of a century since the bihelical structure
of DNA was first proposed (1). Two recent developments
prompted me to reexamine the helical repeat-i.e., the number
of base pairs per helical turn-of the DNA double helix in so-
lution. First, a model radically different from the Watson-Crick
structure has been proposed by Rodley et al. (2). In this model,
two antiparallel strands held together by Watson-Crick type
base pairing assume a side-by-side meshing rather than a bi-
helical intertwining. It is asserted that the model is also consis-
tent with the x-ray diffraction pattern of B form DNA (2).
Second, values for the helical repeat of DNA-9.3, 10, and 11
base pairs per turn for the C, B, and A structures, respec-
tively-were measured for fibers in different states of hydration
(3). The B structure observed for fibers at high humidity is
generally taken to be the structure in solution. There has been
no reliable measurement of the DNA helical repeat in solution.
Small angle x-ray scattering and circular dichroism measure-
ments of DNA in solution have been carried out (4, 5), but the
interpretations of these results are sufficiently complicated and
the data available do not permit an unambiguous conclu-
sion.

Recent studies on chromatin structure also have brought into
focus the lack of reliable measurement of the DNA helical re-
peat in solution. According to the structural model of Finch et
al. (6), deduced from x-ray diffraction and electron microscopic
analyses of crystals of nucleosome cores, the DNA in each
nucleosome is wound into about 13/4 or more turns of a su-

perhelix. The model requires that, if a closed circular DNA du-
plex consisting of a certain number of nucleosomes is relaxed
by cycles of breaking and rejoining of the DNA backbone
bonds, the linking number of the resulting DNA should be lower
than that of the same DNA relaxed in the absence of the his-
tones, by 1% turns or more per nucleosome. The experimentally
observed difference was less than 11/4 turns per nucleosome. This
discrepancy can be reconciled if one realizes that the helical
repeat of DNA free in solution and around the nucleosome core
might not be the same (7). Finch et al. argued that, if the helical
repeat of DNA around the nucleosome is exactly 10 base pairs
per turn as suggested by pancreatic DNase I digestion experi-
ments with nucleosomes, then the helical repeat of free DNA
in solution might be in the range 10.4 to 10.7 base pairs per turn.
Theoretical calculations by Levitt (8) indicated that the helical
repeat of a straight DNA segment is likely to be different from
that of the same segment bent smoothly around a cylindrical
core.

In a preliminary communication, measurements of the he-
lical repeat of DNA in solution by the Gaussian center method
have been presented (9). The method is based on the earlier
work of Depew and Wang (10) showing that, if a nicked cir-
cular DNA is converted to the covalently closed form by ligase,
the resulting topological isomers (topoisomers) differing only
in their linking numbers (topological winding numbers) can be
resolved by gel electrophoresis. The relative amounts of the
topoisomers, when plotted as a function of their linking num-
bers, give a Gaussian distribution. In general the center of the
Gaussian curve does not occur at an integral linking number
and is separated from the linking number am of the most
abundant topoisomer by a fractional number, w. Depew and
Wang (10) interpreted this separation in the following way. For
a circular DNA with a single-chain scission, the most stable
configuration of the DNA chain is such that, for the formation
of the most stable closed circular species, which has an integral
linking number am, the twist number Tw is altered by a certain
fraction of a turn, w. It immediately follows that, if a segment
x base pairs long is inserted into the original DNA, the separa-
tion between the Gaussian center and the most intense band will
not be affected if x is an integral multiple of the helical repeat
h. If x is not an integral multiple of h, the nonintegral residual
of x/h will modulate the position of the Gaussian center relative
to the most intense topoisomer band.

Three pairs of DNAs have been examined by this method,
with length differences of 99, 114, and 414 base pairs, respec-
tively (9). Because the method measures only the nonintegral
residual of x/h, to calculate h from these measurements it was
necessary to have an approximate value of h. By assuming that
h lies between 10 and 11, the data obtained gave h = 10.4 base
pairs per turn, with an estimated probable error of +0.1.

In the present communication, results obtained by a second
method, termed "the band shift method," are presented. The
electrophoretic patterns of a set of relaxed covalently closed
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DNAs in agarose gel were examined. The set of DNAs can be
considered as constructed from inserting segments ranging from
1 to 58 base pairs into a starting DNA.* The DNA helical repeat
can be deduced directly from the set of data, without any prior
assumption as to the value of h. It is concluded that, for a DNA
with a sequence represented by the sequences of the inserts used
in this work, its helical repeat in solution is 10.4 + 0.1 base pairs
per turn under physiological conditions. The band shift method
as well as the Gaussian center method can also be applied to the
determination of the sequence dependence of h.

PRINCIPLE OF THE METHOD
If a covalently closed circular DNA duplex n base pairs long
is relaxed by breaking and rejoining of backbone bonds, a
family of topoisomers differing only in their linking numbers
is obtained. These topoisomers can be resolved into discrete
bands by gel electrophoresis under appropriate conditions. The
method to be described as well as the Gaussian center method
is based on the postulates that these bands are indeed species
differing only in linking numbers and that the difference be-
tween the linking numbers of adjacent bands is unity. Argu-
ments supporting these postulates will be presented elsewhere
(F. H. C. Crick, J. C. Wang, and W. Bauer, unpublished
data).
The band shift method can be deduced from a consideration

of the dependence of the electrophoretic pattern of the cova-
lently closed topoisomers on the length of the DNA. Suppose,
by the now well-developed methods of molecular genetics, a
short segment x base pairs long is inserted into the original
DNA, increasing its length to n + x base pairs. For the time
being it will be assumed that x is sufficiently small, compared
with n, so that the length increment per se has no effect on the
electrophoretic mobility. It is then straightforward to arrive at
the following conclusions:

(i) If x is an integral multiple of the helical repeat h, the
electrophoretic pattern is unchanged.

(ii) If x is not an integral multiple of the helical repeat h, each
of the covalently closed DNA bands in the electrophoretogram
will be shifted by an amount equal to the nonintegral residual
of x/h times the spacing between two adjacent bands.
The first conclusion above is easy to understand because, if

x is an integral multiple of the helical repeat, the twist number
Tw and the linking number a will be increased by the same
integral number, and therefore the writhing number Wr, which
determines the electrophoretic mobility and is related to a and
Tw by the equation a = Tw + Wr (11-14), remains the same.t
In arriving at the second conclusion, it is assumed that, under
electrophoresis conditions, because Wr of all topoisomers is
relatively low, Tw is not significantly different from that of a
relaxed DNA under the same conditions. Thus, the insertion
of x base pairs is expected to increase Tw by x/h. Because a can
only be changed by an integral value, if Tw is increased by a
nonintegral value, Wr must also be changed by a nonintegral
value because of the topological constraint.

For most of the measurements to be described in this work,
the conditions chosen for the relaxation of the DNAs and for
gel electrophoresis were such that during electrophoresis the
covalently closed circular DNAs were all positively super-
coiled-i.e., with positive Wr (10). Thus, for a topoisomer with
a fixed linking number, an increase in Tw decreases Wr during
electrophoresis, and an upward shift (a reduction in mobility)
is expected. Depew and Wang (10) pointed out that, if the he-

lical repeat is 10 base pairs per turn, the addition of 1 base pair,
which increases Tw by 0.1 turn, will cause an upward shift of
0.1 times the spacing between adjacent topoisomers, or 0.1
turn.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. The plasmid DNAs used-pTR161, 182, 183, 188,

190, 193, and 199-were obtained from strains kindly provided
by T. Roberts. The plasmids were constructed by inserting a
fragment of phage X DNA containing the cro gene into a
plasmid derived from pBR322 (T. M. Roberts, R. Kacich, and
M. Ptashne, personal communication). One end of the inserted
X fragment had been resected by digesting with Escherichia
coli exonuclease III and Aspergillus orizae endonuclease S1
prior to insertion, and therefore the set of plasmids differed in
lengths within a well-defined sequence. For each of the plasmid
DNAs used here with the exception of pTR193, a Hae III re-
striction fragment containing the region of sequence variation
was sequenced. For pTR193, sequencing of the fragment was
not carried out but the fragment was sized on a sequencing gel.
For the purpose of this paper, all DNAs can be considered as
derived from pTR161 by deleting, from the left end, part or
all of the 58-base-pair sequence 5'-G-A-T-C-C-G-G-G-A-C-
T-A-T-T-T-T-A-C-C-T-A-T-G-G-C-G-G-T-G-A-T-A-A-T-
G-G-T-T-G-C-A-T-G-T-A-C-T-A-A-G-G-A-G-G-T-T-G-T-3'.
The numbers of base pairs deleted for the set were: pTR161,
0; pTR182, 53; pTR183, 26; pTR188, 35; pTR190, 58; pTRL93,
47; pTRl99, 25. The enzyme calf thymus DNA topoisomerase
used for the relaxation of the DNAs was the preparation of K.
Javaherian and L. Liu of this laboratory. Relaxation of the
DNAs was carried out in 10mM Tris-HCl, pH 8/0.2 M NaCl/
0.1 mM Na3EDTA at 0°C overnight. The reaction was termi-
nated by the addition of buffer-saturated phenol to the reaction
mixtures at 0°C. The phenol-extracted DNA samples were then
dialyzed against the gel electrophoresis buffer to remove excess
salt.

Gel Electrophoresis. The procedures described by Depew
and Wang (10) were used. The 0.7% agarose slab was 13 cm
wide X 22 cm long X 0.3 cm thick, and electrophoresis was
usually done at 60 V for 16 hr. After electrophoresis the gel slab
was stained with ethidium bromide and photographed on Po-
laroid type 55 film, and the negative of the film was traced with
either a Joyce-Loebl or a Helena Laboratories microdensi-
tometer.

RESULTS
Fig. 1 top illustrates the gel electrophoretic patterns of several
DNA samples that had been relaxed under identical conditions.
Comparison of the patterns shown in lanes 1 and 2 clearly in-
dicates that the addition of 10 base pairs did not change the gel
electrophoretic pattern. The same conclusion can be drawn
more precisely by comparing the patterns of lanes 3 and 4. The
shifts of the bands of pTR199 relative to the bands of pTR161
can be measured from a microdensitometer tracing of the
negative of the photograph, and the shifts can be compared
with those of pTR188 relative to the bands of pTR161. The
patterns shown in the center lanes show that the addition of 25,
35, and 26 base pairs shifted the bands upward by 0.5, 0.5, and
0.6 turn, respectively. The effect of the addition of a single base
pair can also be seen by comparing the patterns of lanes 4 and
5. By using the bands of pTR161 in these lanes as the common
references, it is clear that the bands of pTR188 shifted upward
from the corresponding bands of pTR183 by 0.1 turn.

Fig. 1 middle depicts the electrophoretic patterns of four
additional pairs of DNAs, with length differences of 53, 27, 5,
and 6, respectively. A microdensitometer tracing of one of the

* The actual construction of the set involved deletion of sequences from
a DNA rather than insertion of sequences into a DNA.

t For an introduction to the definitions of a, Tw, and Wr and the re-
lationship among them, see ref. 14.
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FIG. 1. (Top) Electrophoretic patterns of DNAs. From left to
right: pTR188, pTR199, a mixture of pTR161 and pTR199, a mixture
of pTR161 and pTR188, a mixture of pTR161 and pTR183, pTR183,
and pTR161. The length increments of the DNAs pTR188, pTR199,
and pTR183 over pTR161 are, in base pairs, -35, -25, and -26, re-
spectively. Only a section of the gel was photographed. The scale on
top is in millimeter units. (Middle) Electrophoretic patterns of pairs
of DNAs. All samples contained DNA pTR182. The second DNA
mixed in, from left to right, was pTR161, pTR183, pTR190, and
pTR193. (Bottom) Microdensitometer tracing of the negative for the
electrophoretic pattern of the pair of DNAs pTR183/pTR182.

patterns, that of the DNA pair pTR183/pTR182 with a length
difference of 27 base pairs, is illustrated in Fig. 1 bottom. Re-
sults obtained for pairs of the DNA samples with length dif-
ferences up to 10 base pairs are shown in Table 1.
The data in Table 1 show that very close to 10 base pairs

Table 1. Helical repeat (h) of DNA from measurements of DNA
pairs with length differences <10 base pairs (bp)

DNA pair* A length, bp Shift observedt h calc.

pTR199/pTR183 1 0.10 10
pTR182/pTR190 5 0.51 9.8
pTR193/pTR182 6 0.59 10
pTR199/pTR188 10 -0.02 9.8

* For each DNA pair, the left one is the larger of the pair.
t The shift is the upward (opposite to the direction of electrophoresis)
shift of a band of the larger DNA from the band of the shorter DNA
immediately below it and is expressed as the fraction of spacing
between two topoisomers differing by 1 in their linking numbers.
Because, for each pair, two families of bands are present, the value
given is the mean of all measured shifts of the various bands.

make one DNA helix turn under electrophoresis conditions (in
40 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8/5 mM Na acetate/0.5 mM Na3EDTA
at t230C). This preliminary result in turn allows the calculation
of the helical repeat from shifts measured with pairs of DNAs
of larger length differences. For example, the shift observed
for the pair pTR161/pTR199, with a length difference of 25
base pairs, is approximately 0.5 turn. Knowing that the helical
repeat is close to 10 base pairs per turn, however, allows one to
deduce that the actual change in Tw must be 2.5 turns.
Therefore by performing measurements with pairs of DNAs
of increasing length differences, the accuracy of the measure-
ments is improved.

For DNA pairs with larger length differences, however, in
addition to considerations of differences in their writhing
numbers the dependence of the electrophoretic mobility on the
molecular weight itself is no longer negligible. Fortunately,
because the length correction applies only to the measurement
of the fractional turns and not to the integral part, even for the
longest length difference, 58 base pairs between pBR161 and
pBR190, the correction amounts to only a few percent.
Therefore, a rough correction suffices. It will be assumed that
the length dependence for a closed circular DNA is the same
as that for a nicked circular DNA. For the samples shown in Fig.
1 middle, the actual distance travelled by nicked circular
pTR161 was measured to be about 13.9 cm. In the same run,
dimeric and trimeric nicked circular pTR161 migrated about
7.4 and 4.7 cm, respectively. Therefore, the mobility is roughly
linearly related to size. Under identical conditions, when nicked
circular pTR161 and pTR190DNA were run in adjacent lanes,
with linear pBR322 DNA mixed in each as an internal marker,
the difference in distances migrated was measured to-be 0.12
cm. Linear interpolation gives a decrease of 0.12/58 or 0.0021
cm per base pair increase in length. The average spacing be-
tween two adjacent topoisomers shown in Fig. 1 middle is about
0.57 cm. Thus, the length effect is of the order of 0.0021/0.57
or 3.7 X 10-3 turn per base pair. This value will be used to
correct for the length effect for DNAs with length differences
greater than 10 base pairs. The results are shown in Table 2.
A second way of correcting for the dependence of mobility

on length is as follows. A mixture of a pair of DNAs, A/B, is
analyzed by gel electrophoresis under two different sets of
conditions. In one set, the conditions are so selected that the
DNAs are positively supercoiled. If A is longer than B by a
nonintegral multiple of the helical repeat, A will be shifted
upward from B. Because the length effect slows down the bands
of A more than the bands of B, the measured upward shift of
the A bands is an overestimate. In the other set, the electro-
phoresis conditions are so selected that the DNAs are negatively
supercoiled. The increase in Tw of A over B because of the
length increment will cause a downward shift, and the mea-
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Table 2. Helical repeat h of DNA calculated from measurements
of DNA pairs with length differences >10 base pairs (bp)

Shift
A length, Ob- Cor- A Tw h

DNA pair bp served rected* deduced calc.

pTR193/pTR190 11 0.10 0.06 1.06 10.4
pTR161/pTR199 25 0.49 0.40 2.40 10.4
pTR161/pTR183 26 0.58 0.48 2.48 10.5
pTR183/pTR182 27 0.69 0.59 2.59 10.4
pTR161/pTR188 35 0.47 0.34 3.34 10.5
pTR161/pTR193 47 0.65 0.48 4.48 10.5
pTR161/pTR182 53 0.24 0.05 5.05 10.5
pTR161/pTR190 58 0.78 0.57 5.57 10.4

* Corrected for length effect.

sured downward shift is an underestimate because of the length
effect on mobility. By averaging the measured shifts under
these two sets of electrophoresis conditions, the length effect
can be cancelled out, and the average shift is then used to cal-
culate h. The helical repeat h so calculated is the average of the
h values under the two sets of electrophoresis conditions (see
Discussion). The pair of DNAs pTR161/pTR182, with a length
difference of 53 base pairs, was analyzed in this manner and
the value of h so obtained was not significantly different from
the value given in Table 2.

DISCUSSION
For a given pair of DNAs n and n + x base pairs long, the he-
lical repeat h obtained by the band shift method is that of a
DNA with the same sequence as the inserted x base pairs under
the electrophoresis conditions. The dependence of the helical
repeat on temperature and ionic environment has been known
for some time (13), and knowing the helical repeat h under one
set of conditions usually permits the calculation of this quantity
under a different set of conditions. The results of Depew and
Wang (10), for example, indicate that the helical repeat h of
DNA at 370C in a dilute aqueous buffer containing Mg(II) is
not significantly different from that under the electrophoresis
conditions used: DNA covalently closed under the former set
of conditions by ligase migrated close to nicked DNA under the
electrophoresis conditions.
The Gaussian center method measures the helical repeat h

of the x base pairs under the conditions used for covalent closure
or relaxation of the DNAs. In the work of Wang (9), covalent
closure by ligase was carried out at 250C in a dilute aqueous
buffer containing Mg(II), and the helical repeat h under these
conditions is not expected to be significantly different from that
under the electrophoresis conditions. Experimentally, both sets
gave the same value, 10.4 base pairs per turn, for the helical
repeat h. Because the base sequences of the inserts used in these
measurements are different, the agreement between the
measurements indicates that, at least for these particular inserts,

the sequence dependence of the helical repeat h is not
strong.
The measured DNA helical repeat h in solution under

physiological conditions, 10.4, is close to the value calculated
for the lowest energy configuration of unbent DNA, 10.6 (8).
The agreement is probably fortuitous because the theoretical
calculation neglects electrostatic and solvent effects, which are
known to affect the helical repeat. For examples, from the
previously measured temperature and ionic effects (10, 15), it
can be calculated that, for h = 10.4 base pairs per helical turn
at 37°C in a dilute aqueous buffer containing Mg(II), at 0°C
in the same buffer h becomes 10.3 base pairs per helical turn
and at 0°C in 3 M CsCl h becomes 10.2.
The directly measured DNA helical repeat h in solution lends

additional strong support for the classical Watson-Crick dou-
ble-helix and rejects the side-by-side double-stranded model
of Rodley et al. (2). The measured value of 10.4 base pairs per
helical turn in solution under physiological conditions, with an
estimated probable error of +0.1, is significantly different from
the value 10.0 for the classical B structure, however.
The band shift method or the Gaussian center method, in

conjunction with in vitro and in vivo methods for constructing
DNA recombinants, can be applied to the determination of the
effects of certain base sequences on the helical repeat. Such
measurements should complement fiber and single crystal x-ray
diffraction studies of DNAs of unique sequences.
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